
LAMP SERVICE KIT LSK-24V and LSK-24V-ADPT

MAINTENANCE
This maintenance schedule is only a guideline, determined by average conditions. Actual  conditions will dictate the frequency of
cleaning and/or replacement of lamp.  Do not touch the glass portion of the lamp with bare hands because oils from the hands can
cause “hot spots” which reduce lamp life.  Handle either by the end cap or use a soft cloth.  If  you accidentally touch a lamp,
wipe it off, using a soft cloth dampened with rubbing alcohol.

CLEANING THE LAMP - Recommended interval: 12 months (Follow the procedure below)
1. Disconnect power to the unit.
2. Unplug the mid-cord connector by pressing the lock release (marked “PRESS” on the connector.)
3. Remove the magnetic Z bracket and lamp from air duct.
4. Using a soft cloth moistened with rubbing alcohol, wipe down the lamp.  If there is a large build-up

of dust particles, you may wish to use a can  of air first. Always handle lamp by the end cap.
5. Mount the magnetic Z bracket with lamp back into position in the air duct.
6. Re-install the mid-cord connector.
7. Restore power to the unit.

REPLACING THE LAMP - Recommended interval: 24 months.
(Follow the procedures below.)
Replacement lamps are available through your HVAC contractor.  
(Note: standard off-the-shelf lamps are not compatible with this unit.
Use of improper lamps will void warranty.)
1. Disconnect power to the unit.
2. Unplug mid-cord connector by pressing the lock release
(marked “PRESS” on the connector.)

3. Remove magnetic Z bracket and lamp from air duct.
4. Unplug the lamp from the lamp socket.
5. Remove the nut on the magnetic Z bracket to remove the lamp and lamp holder.
See photo A.

6. Install the new lamp using the lamp holder and nut to secure the lamp to the
magnetic Z bracket.  Always handle lamp by the end cap.

7. Plug lamp socket onto the lamp.
8. Mount the magnetic Z bracket with lamp back into position in the air duct.
9. Re-install the mid-cord connector.
10. Restore power to the unit.

REPLACING THE LAMPUSING THE LAMP CONVERSION KIT - (Follow the procedures below.)
This replacment lamp has a lifespan of 24 months. Replacement lamps are available through your HVAC contractor.  
1. Disconnect power to the unit.
2.  Remove magnetic bracket and lamp from air duct.
3. Unplug the lamp from the lamp socket and discard the magnetic bracket and lamp.
4. Remove the nut and lamp holder on the replacement magnetic Z bracket.  See photo A.
5. Install replacment lamp using the lamp holder and nut to secure the lamp to the magnetic Z bracket. Always handle lamp by the end cap.
6. Plug lamp socket onto the lamp.
7. Mount magnetic Z bracket with lamp back into position in the air duct.
8. Restore power to the unit.
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